Iterative improvement partitioning algorithms such as the FM algorithm of Fiduccia and Mattheyses 8], the algorithm of Krishnamurthy 13], and Sanchis's extensions of these algorithms to multi-way partitioning 16], all rely on e cient data structures to select the modules to be moved from one partition to the other. The implementation choices for one of these data structures, the gain bucket, is investigated. Surprisingly, selection from gain buckets maintained as LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) stacks leads to signi cantly better results than gain buckets maintained randomly (as in previous studies of the FM algorithm 13] 16]) or as FIFO (First-In-First-Out) queues. In particular, LIFO buckets result in a 36% improvement over random buckets and a 43% improvement over FIFO buckets for minimum-cut bisection. Eliminating randomization from the bucket selection not only improves the solution quality, but has a greater impact on FM performance than adding the Krishnamurthy gain vector. The LIFO selection scheme also results in improvement over random schemes for multi-way partitioning 16] and for more sophisticated partitioning strategies such as the two-phase FM methodology 2]. Finally, by combining insights from the LIFO gain buckets with the Krishnamurthy higher-level gain formulation, a new higherlevel gain formulation is proposed. This alternative formulation results in a further 22% reduction in the average cut cost when compared directly to the Krishnamurthy formulation for higher-level gains, assuming LIFO organization for the gain buckets.
Introduction
In production software for circuit partitioning, iterative improvement is a nearly universal approach, either as a postprocessing re nement to other methods or as a method in itself. Iterative improvement partitioning algorithms are typically variants of the Kernighan-Lin method (KL) 11] 18] or its algorithmic speedup by Fiduccia and Mattheyses (FM) 8]. Examples of more recent methods are given by Krishnamurthy 13] , Sanchis 16 ], Dutt 7] , Ho man 10], Dasdan and Aykanat 6], and Saab 15] . Iterative improvement algorithms such as KL and FM start with a current feasible solution and
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iteratively perturb it into another feasible solution, adopting the perturbation as the next solution only if it improves the cost function. The type of perturbation (or \move") used determines a topology over the set of feasible solutions, known as a neighborhood structure. For the cost function to be \smooth" over the neighborhood structure, the perturbation (also known as a neighborhood operator) should be small and \local". In netlist partitioning, the cost function is typically the number of nets cut; a given move has gain corresponding to the decrease in cut nets that would result from the move.
Over the past decade, FM has become perhaps the single most widely used and cited partitioning algorithm in the VLSI CAD area. The primary di erence between the KL and FM algorithms lies in their respective neighborhood operators. KL iteratively makes a highest-gain swap of a pair of modules between two partitions; FM iteratively makes a highest-gain shift of a single module from one partition to another. 1 This subtle di erence allows FM to achieve signi cant improvement in runtime with little loss in solution quality. Fiduccia and Mattheyses amortize the cost of updating the module gains, such that the total cost of nding the highest-gain module is O(p) per pass, where p is the total number of pins. The enabling data structure is an array of \gain buckets" which groups the modules of a given partition according to their gains.
Many works have investigated possible improvements and extensions to the FM algorithm. One commonly-cited extension is that of Krishnamurthy 13] , which introduces e cient \look-ahead" into the FM algorithm to improve tie-breaking when the highest-gain bucket contains more than one module. Speci cally, Krishnamurthy extends the gain value of a module into a gain vector which stores a sequence of potential gain values corresponding to sets of future moves. Krishnamurthy Each algorithm generates a pass of such moves until every module has been moved exactly once, then adopts the pre x of this move sequence with highest total gain. When a pass results in zero gain, the algorithm terminates. 2 The notation used for the Krishnamurthy formulae are adapted from 13] . Note that in order to handle 1-pin nets correctly, the term U(s) > 0 should be changed to U(s) > 1. However, 1-pin nets can also be eliminated while reading in the netlist, obviating the need for such a change.
Intuitively, the positive term (i.e., rst term) in the formula for k counts nets with binding number k ? 1 that are \created" (for the partition that the module is moving \from") by the move, while the negative term (i.e., second term) counts nets with binding number k ?1 that are \destroyed" (for the partition that the module is moving \to") by the move. Krishnamurthy's method uses lexicographic ordering of the vectors ( 1 , 2 , 3 , : : :) to break ties when an FM gain bucket contains more than one module. Krishnamurthy compared his FM plus higher-level gain (FM+HL) algorithm with the original FM algorithm and found that adding second-and third-level gains improved the average solution quality with only O(kp) added computational expense, where k is the number of values maintained in (i.e., the size of) the gain vector. This was con rmed by Sanchis 16] , who extended FM+HL (and thus implicitly FM also) to multi-way partitioning. During a typical pass of FM, there are usually many ties (i.e., the highest-gain bucket will contain more than one module). Figure 1 shows the number of modules in the highest-gain bucket at each move throughout the rst pass of FM for the Primary1 test case in 2-way, 3-way and 4-way balanced partitioning (we plot the average over 1000 runs). Note that on average there are more modules in the highest-gain bucket during 2-way partitioning than during 3-way or 4-way partitioning.
From the gure accompanying the algorithm description in 8] one can infer that the Fiduccia and Mattheyses gain buckets function as LIFO stacks (remove at head, insert at head). However, the gain buckets could just as easily function as FIFO queues (remove at head, insert at tail) while supporting the same algorithmic complexity. Neither Krishnamurthy nor Sanchis points out any tie-breaking schemes for cells with identical gains. In fact, both used randomized selection in case of tie.
In the following section we compare LIFO selection with random selection (used by Sanchis 16] ) and FIFO selection (an alternative organization which as far as we know has never been used before). Our testbed is the code distributed by Sanchis 17] with appropriate modi cations made for handling LIFO and FIFO selection. In all of our experiments, we assume the modules have unit area and constrain the partition sizes to di er by at most 1. Table 1 : Average cutsize results for 100 runs of FM (column 3) and Krishnamurthy higherlevel gains (columns 4-6) using LIFO (Last-In-First-Out), random, and FIFO (First-InFirst-Out) organization schemes for the gain buckets. The numbers in parentheses give the minimum cutsizes observed over 100 runs.
Experimental Results for Min Cut Bisection
Our rst experiment compares tie-breaking schemes in (2-way) minimum-cut bisection. Table 1 gives the average and minimum cutsizes for 100 FM runs using the three selection schemes (LIFO, random and FIFO). The \Pure FM" column of Table 1 clearly shows the e ects of the selection methodology. Surprisingly, the FIFO scheme is much worse than random selection. The LIFO scheme, on the other hand, gives considerable improvement over random selection. A possible explanation for this improvement may be that organizing the buckets such that the \most recently visited" modules are placed near the beginning of the buckets implicitly causes neighborhoods or perhaps clusters of modules to be moved together. Furthermore, since there are two gain structures|one for each partition|it is possible for each partition to \pull" on di erent clusters while maintaining the balance. If these clusters are non-interfering, i.e., widely separated, more of the early moves will result in positive gain, enabling the current pass to reach a lower-cost point in the solution space. In other words, within each pass the solution cost curve will have a relatively sharper decline, and stay at lower costs as it returns back to the initial cost. 3 Columns 4-6 of Table 1 show the e ects of LIFO, random and FIFO selection on the Krishnamurthy higher-level gains 13]. Introducing second-level (k = 2) and in some cases third-level (k = 3) gain seems to improve the solution quality for random and FIFO selection. With regard to LIFO selection, we note the following:
For constant k, the LIFO results are consistently better than the random or FIFO results.
For each of the test cases, the k = 1 (FM) results using LIFO selection are signi cantly better than the results for any k using random or FIFO selection. In other words, the gain bucket organization has a greater e ect on solution quality than the number of gain elements considered.
For test cases industry2 and avq.small, the k = 1 (FM) results are better than the k > 1 results under the LIFO scheme. Recall that the Krishnamurthy gain formula favors a module in a net that is locked to the side the module is moving to, and disfavors a module in an unlocked net having few modules on the side the module is moving to. In some sense, the LIFO organization has a similar function but with no penalty for moving a module that belongs to unlocked nets. That Krishnamurthy gains occasionally perform worse than LIFO FM suggests that following previously moved modules (i.e., moving to the side to which a net is locked) is more important than \staying away from the minority" (i.e., not moving to the side having very few modules of the incident nets).
Experimental Results for Multi-Way Partitioning
We have also tested the LIFO, random and FIFO selection schemes for 3-way and 4-way balanced partitioning using Sanchis's 16] extension of the FM algorithm and Krishnamurthy's higher-level gains to multi-way partitioning. Tables 2 and 3 give the average and minimum cutsizes for 50 FM runs Table 3 : Average cutsize results for 50 runs of 4-way FM and Krishnamurthy higher-level gains (columns 4-6) using LIFO, random, and FIFO organization schemes for the gain buckets. The numbers in parentheses give the minimum observed cutsizes.
using the three selection schemes (LIFO, random and FIFO). We measure cutsize as the number of nets cut by the partitioning. The results show that although LIFO gives better results than both random and FIFO, the overall gain is much less than was observed for 2-way partitioning. Furthermore, the Krishnamurthy higher-level gains appear to play a bigger part for multi-way partitioning than for 2-way partitioning.
Notice that there is much less variability in the multi-way partitioning results, i.e., the minimum is relatively close in value to the average. One possible explanation for the lack of solution variance might be that having on average fewer modules in the highest-gain bucket (recall Figure 1) may reduce the importance of tie-breaking. Another observation, which may help explain why the Krishnamurthy gain vector is more important for multi-way partitioning, is that there are now more than one possible destination partitions for a given module; thus, the direction in which a module may be \pulled" by previously moved modules is no longer unique. Table 4 : Average cutsize results for 100 runs of two-phase FM for minimum-cut bisection using LIFO, random, and FIFO organization schemes for the gain buckets. The numbers in parentheses give the minimum observed cutsizes.
Our third set of experiments tests the LIFO, random and FIFO selection schemes within the so-called two-phase FM approach. Two-phase FM 3] 9], which has gained attention recently due to much better results than \single-phase" FM, is essentially the state-of-the-art in iterative partitioning (see, e.g., 5]). The method generates a partition by running two FM phases on the netlist: in phase I, a clustering of the netlist is constructed and FM is run on this clustered instance, after which phase II uses the \ attened" solution from phase I as the starting solution for running FM on the original netlist. 4 Table 4 gives the LIFO, random and FIFO results for 2-phase FM using the recent WINDOW clustering of 2]. 5 As in Table 1 , there is a noticeable di erence among the three selection schemes. LIFO selection is consistently better than either random or FIFO selection, with average improvement of LIFO over random being 12%. Furthermore, the LIFO two-phase FM results are 41% better than the LIFO results for single-phase FM. These results demonstrate that the bucket organization also plays a part within sophisticated partitioning approaches. 4 The balance constraint of the FM algorithm on the clustered netlist is set to half the total area the size of the largest cluster. This \relaxation" of the balance constraint is necessary to allow FM to nd a good partitioning solution of the clustered netlist. In phase II, which uses the clustered netlist solution as the starting point, an initial set of greedy moves is performed to get a solution satisfying the balance constraints for bisection (half the total area 1). 5 The WINDOW clustering algorithm rst generates a linear ordering of the modules according to a speci c \at-traction function" and then uses dynamic programming to split the linear ordering optimally based on the clustering objective function. The orderings used correspond to the \scaled cost" (generalized ratio-cut) metric proposed by Chan et al. 4].
A Krishnamurthy Variant for Min Cut Bisection
The observation in Section 3|that it may be more important to move modules which are incident to locked nets|suggests an alternative multi-level gain formulation for 2-way partitioning. If a net is cut, and only one partition contains locked modules incident to this net, higher priority in moving should be given to the modules in the partition having no locked modules incident to this net. Such an objective can be achieved by increasing the gain elements of a module each time it is incident to a net which becomes locked to the opposite partition. For instance, assume module a is being evaluated for a move from partition U to partition W . If a net which contains module a has at least one module locked in partition W , and only free modules in partition U, we will increase all k th -level gains by 1, for k 2. We avoid changing the rst-level gain since it should always re ect the \actual" gain resulting from a move of this module. However, we add 1 to all the other gain levels so that the increased priority is guaranteed to a ect the tie-breaking. The rst two terms are identical to Krishnamurthy's formulation 13]. The third term is new and represents the \attraction" to locked modules. Figure 2 contrasts the evolution of Krishnamurthy's gain vector against that of the gain vector resulting from our new formulation. Initially, an uncut net contains modules a; b; c; d and e and both gain vectors for module e are (?1; 0; 0; 0; 1). After module a is moved to the other partition and becomes locked, the gain vector of module e is changed to (0; 0; 0; 1; 0) in Krishnamurthy's formulation, but is changed to (0; 1; 1; 2; 1) in our formulation. When module e is the only remaining module (case 5), the gain vectors are (1; 0; 0; 0; 0) and (1; 1; 1; 1; 1) for Krishnamurthy's and our formulation, respectively. Note that in this last case, the Krishnamurthy gain vector will not distinguish between module e and some other module x having gain vector (1; 0; 0; 0; 0), where none of the nets incident to x have locked modules. Again, this may be an important di erence since one would seemingly prefer to \uncut" the locked net incident to module e before committing the unlocked net incident to module x. Our experimental results also seem to support this view. Table 5 : Results comparing our new multi-level gain formulation with Krishnamurthy's multi-level gain formulation using the LIFO organization schemes for the gain buckets. The averages are based on 100 runs; numbers in parentheses give the minimum observed cutsizes.
We tested our new gain formulation using the same LIFO, random and FIFO selection schemes described in Section 2. Table 5 compares LIFO results using our new formulation against LIFO results using the original Krishnamurthy formulation. The third column (pure FM) results are identical since our new formulation does not a ect the rst-level gain. Overall, we achieve 22% improvement over Krishnamurthy's formulation; in some cases (e.g., industry2 and avq.small) our formulation leads to substantial reduction in the size of the minimum cuts found. Table 6 shows the LIFO, random and FIFO results for our new gain formulation. Just as with the Krishnamurthy formulation, the results using a LIFO selection scheme with our new formulation are signi cantly better than the results using random or FIFO selection schemes. Notice, however, that the second-level gain results (column 4) using random and FIFO selection schemes show signi cant Table 6 : Average cutsize results for 100 runs of our new multi-level gain formulation (columns 4-6) using LIFO, random, and FIFO organization schemes for the gain buckets. The numbers in parentheses give the minimum observed cutsizes.
improvement over the pure FM results (column 3) with our new formulation. This is in sharp contrast to the results using the Krishnamurthy formulation, which did not show much improvement with higher-level gains using either random or FIFO selection. An explanation for this might be that with our new formulation, the higher-level gains are computed more carefully and tend to obviate the need for a \good" selection scheme (i.e., the results for random and FIFO will more closely mirror the results of LIFO as the length of the gain vectors increases). Also, our new formulation explicitly gives higher priority to the neighbors of moved modules, which is similar to the e ect of the LIFO selection scheme.
Conclusion
We have shown that implementation choices play an important part for both the FM algorithm of Fiduccia and Mattheyses 8] and the algorithm of Krishnamurthy 13] . In particular, selection from gain buckets based on the implicit ordering of a linked list representation is advantageous, and will result in improved partitioning solutions. Eliminating randomization from the bucket selection not only improves the solution quality, but has a greater impact on FM performance than adding the Krishnamurthy gain vector; this reopens the question of interpreting such seminal works in the literature as 16] and 13], whose studies used random bucket selection. Organizing the gain buckets as LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) stacks leads to a 36% improvement versus random bucket organization and a 43% improvement versus FIFO (First-In-First-Out) queues. We have also presented an alternative higher-level gain formulation, based on Krishnamurthy's approach, which incorporates some of the intuition behind the LIFO organization. This alternative formulation results in a further 22% reduction in the average cut cost when compared directly to the Krishnamurthy formulation for higher-level gains, assuming LIFO organization for the gain buckets.
We believe that a more detailed study is necessary to better understand the e ect of choices in the FM implementation on the solution quality and runtime. Thus, our future work investigates not only further tie-breaking mechanisms, but also interesting e ects that result from the order imposed by the netlist representation and the list of free modules. 6 
